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Abstract. In this paper we propose a new generative model for wrinkles on aging human faces using Marked Point Processes (MPP). Wrinkles are considered as stochastic spatial arrangements of sequences of
line segments, and detected in an image by proper localization of line
segments. The intensity gradients are used to detect more probable locations and a prior probability model is used to constrain properties of
line segments. Wrinkles are localized by sampling MPP using the Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm. We
also present an evaluation setup to measure the performance of the proposed model. We present results on a variety of images obtained from
the Internet to illustrate the performance of the proposed model.
Key words: Modeling of wrinkles, Markov Point Process, Reversible
Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo, stochastic geometrical model
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Introduction

Wrinkles and ﬁne lines are important facial features present in most aging faces.
An accurate image-based analysis of these features can play an important role
in relevant aging applications. Much of the work done in aging applications,
e.g. age estimation and simulation, is based on the incorporation of wrinkles as
texture features [1–3]. A few attempts have been made to evaluate wrinkles as
edges [4, 5]. However, image-based detection and analysis of wrinkles has mostly
remained unaddressed. This can probably be attributed to the nature of the
artifacts associated with wrinkles as well as the challenges posed by drastically
varying skin appearance in images with variations in illumination and acquisition
angles [6]. In this paper, we propose a model to detect and analyze wrinkles
explicitly. The basis for our methodology is based on the following observations.
First, wrinkles create the appearance of texture on skin, but at high resolution,
wrinkles do not depict any repetitive/homogeneous pattern. Second, wrinkles
cannot be categorized as boundaries between multiple textures. Third, a wrinkle
is usually a discontinuity in background inhomogeneous skin texture. And ﬁnally,
wrinkles do not always appear as continuous edges.


The ﬁrst author would like to acknowledge the support of Fulbright/HEC(Pakistan)/USAID PhD Scholarship. However, the contents of
this publication have not been approved by the respresenting agencies/governments
of the USA/Pakistan.
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Fig. 1. (Left) Results with the Canny edge detector - (a1) Wrinkles as broken edges (a2)
False edges due to illumination (b1) threshold=0.3 (b2) threshold=0.2 (b3) threshold
= 0.1 (b4) wrinkles detected as line segments (Right) LoG ﬁltering (c1) Original Image
(c2) Filtered image with σ = 0.5

It can be argued that an accurate edge detector can detect wrinkles. We
present some typical results using the Canny edge detector in Figure 1. In Figure 1(a1) the encircled edge is disconnected despite the original wrinkle being
continuous. In Figure 1(a2) illumination discontinuities are marked as edges.
Figure 1(b1-b3) show the erroneous edges if the threshold of edge detector is
set too low. To explain our motivation, Figure 1(b4) shows the results of our
model for comparison. A lower number of erroneous edges as well as conitnutity
of edges representing detected wrinkles can be observed. In short, although intensity gradients are well picked up as edges by an edge detector, no distinction
is made between intensity gradients due to wrinkles, illumination discontinuities
or other factors. A method capable of ﬁltering intensity gradients based on the
probability of their being wrinkles is needed. We propose to incorporate prior
semantic information available from typical appearances of wrinkles on human
faces for that purpose. Wrinkles are modeled as a stochastic spatial process of
‘line segments’ in a Bayesian framework using Marked Point Process (MPP) [7].
In terms of methodology, our work is related to the work by Soitca et al. [8]
for detection of road networks in satellite images. The main contribution of our
work is the modeling of wrinkles as a spatial line process to incorporate prior
information about wrinkles and detection of wrinkles explicitly as line segments.
Also, as compared to the work reported in [4, 5], we experiment with a larger
variety of images obtained from the Internet.

2

Marked Point Process (MPP)

A spatial point process is a random process of occurrence of points in space deﬁned with respect to a Poisson measure. Normally a set of random parameters
is also associated with a point, called mark, describing its speciﬁc properties. In
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Fig. 2. (a)Attraction interaction creates doubly connected segment (b) Rejection interaction

this work, the marked points represent line segments. Two segments can interact
with each other due to spatial proximity in the image plane. An attraction interaction results in interconnection of line segments whereas a rejection interaction
prevents overlappping or congested parallel segments. A resulting sequence of
interconnected line segments represents a wrinkle. An MPP model consists of
a prior probability model and a data likelihood term. The prior model imposes
geometric constraints on the spatial arrangements of line segments whereas the
data likelihood determines the probability of occurrence of line segments depending on the intensity gradients at image sites. A marked point is given by
wi = (si , mi ) where si = (xi , yi ) ∈ S ⊂ R2 is the location of center of the segment and mi = (li , θi ) ∈ M is the mark consisting of two parameters denoting
the length and orientation of the segment, respectively. The continuous space
for parameters is given by M = [lmin , lmax ] × [θmin , θmax ]. The line segments
{w = wi , i = 1, ..., n} can be considered as a realization of the MPP on the space
S × M . For further details on MPP, the interested reader is referred to [7]. The
probability density of MPP can be represented by the Gibbs distribution:
f (w) = cβ n(w) exp(−U (w)) where U (w) = UP (w) + UD (w).

(1)

The term c is the normalizing constant, β is the intensity of the point process,
n(w) and U (w) are the number of line segments and the total energy of the realization w, respectively. The terms UP (w) and UD (w) correspond to the energies
contributed by the prior model and the data likelihood term, respectively.
2.1

Prior Model

The prior model determines more likely geometric properties of the line segments and spatial interactions between neighboring line segments. The parameters {li , θi } are sampled from a uniform distribution where the parameters of the
uniform distribution set limits on the geometric properties of the line segments:
li ∼ U([lmin , lmax ]) and θi ∼ U([θmin , θmax ]).

(2)

Under the prior model, two segments can interact with each other in spatial domain i.e. the segments can inﬂuence each other’s probability of being included in
a realization of the MPP due to their spatial proximity. We propose a rejection
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interaction which penalizes the birth (addition) of overlapping or congested segments. Let the rejection interaction between two segments {wi , wj } be denoted
r
by wi ∼ wj . A rectangular rejection region of a certain width exists around each
existing segment in the conﬁguration. Figure 9(b) shows the rectangular rejection
interaction region around an existing segment w1 . The new segment is penalized
if it overlaps with the rejection region of any existing segment. The rejection
interaction is modeled through the term q(wi , wj ) as follows. The parameter γ
determines the penalty assigned to the interacting new segment.

r
1 if wi ∼ wj
r
r
where
I
=
(3)
q(wi , wj ) = γ × I(wi ∼w
r
(wi ∼wj )
j)
0 if wi ∼
 wj
The total energy for the prior model is given by:

q(wi , wj ).
UP (w) =

(4)

(wi ,wj )∈w
r
wi ∼wj

2.2

Data Likelihood Energy

The data likelihood determines the probability of occurrence of line segments at
image sites. An image is ﬁltered with a Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) ﬁlter to
highlight the intensity gradients caused by wrinkles. Figure 1(c1, c2) shows the
LoG ﬁlter response to a low resolution forehead image. We selected the standard
deviation (σ = 0.5) for LoG ﬁlters. Let Di denote the pixels corresponding to
the segment wi and dmin denote the minimum ﬁlter response observed in the
given image. Then the likelihood energy for the segment wi is given by



2
(d − dmin ) .
(5)
UD (wi ) = − α
d∈Di

3

Simulation of the Marked Point Process

For an MPP, the number of objects is not known a priori and the MetropolisHastings algorithm cannot be used to sample from distributions. Green [9] presented the Reversible Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm
to allow conﬁgurations of diﬀerent dimensions, i.e. diﬀerent numbers of line segments. The algorithm allows jumps between states in conﬁgurations of diﬀerent
dimensions. Given that the state w is changed to w , the algorithm requires
the matching of dimensions for two conﬁgurations. This is achieved by using an
auxiliary random variable ω, sampled from an arbitrary distribution g(ω), and a
bijective transformation T such that w = T (w, ω). The acceptance probability
φ of a jump modifying conﬁguration w to the conﬁguration
w is then modiﬁed

 ∂T 
by the Jacobian of the transformation,  ∂(w,ω) , as follows.


f (w )  ∂T  prob(reverse jump)
.
φ(w → w ) = min{1, R} where R =
×
f (w)g(ω)  ∂(w, ω)  prob(forward jump)
(6)
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Fig. 3. Step-by-step process for the detection of wrinkles in an image

The term R is called the acceptance ratio and needs to be calculated for every move under RJMCMC. Furthermore, simulated annealing is used to reach
the global minimum of the Gibbs energy U (w) in equation (1) by replacing the
1
probability density f (w) by f (w) T in RJMCMC algorithm. The cooling schedT0
ule for T is given by T = log(1+i) where i denotes the current iteration and
T0 is selected to be 10. The simulation of point processes involves birth and
death moves, where points are either added to or deleted from the conﬁguration,
changing its dimension. The reverse jumps (death) ensure the reversibility of the
Markov chain (See Geyer [10] for a proof and further discussion).
3.1

Birth and Death of Singly/Doubly Connected Segments

A new segment is sampled from the distribution g(ω) and connected to a randomly selected segment from the conﬁguration with at least one free end. This
move can add a singly or doubly connected segment based on spatial interactions
among segments. Figure 9(a) shows an example of birth of a doubly connected
segment as a result of attraction interaction. The left end of the existing segment
w2 is selected to be connected to the new segment. An attraction interaction region is deﬁned to be a conic region connected to that end point. An existing
segment in that region (w1 in this case) results in the new segment being connected at both sides between the two existing segments. A segment is not allowed
to be connected to more than one segment at either end point. Let {nc0 , nc1 , nc2 }
be the number of line segments with both ends free, connected at one end and
connected at both ends respectively. Let (xe , ye ) be the coordinates of a free end
point selected randomly out of 2nc0 + nc1 available free end points in the current
conﬁguration. Let us assume that this is going to be a singly connected segment
and let ω = (θω , lω ) be the random vector sampled from mark space M with
density function:
1
1
g(ω) =
×
(7)
lmax − lmin
θmax − θmin
Then the new segment w is given by:

T
(8)
w(ω) = x(xe , θω , lω ) y(ye , θω , lω ) θω lω
and the conﬁguration changes to:

T
w = T (w, ω) = w w(ω)

(9)

Let PC,birth and PC,death be the probabilities of choosing the birth and death of
connected segments respectively. Then PC,birth /(2nc0 + nc1 ) is the probability
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Fig. 4. Detection of wrinkles as line segments for two subjects

Fig. 5. Detection of wrinkles around eyes

of the selection of a particular free end point (xe , ye ) for the birth of a singly
connected segment, and PC,death /nc1 is the probability of the reverse jump of
death (deletion) of a connected segment. The Jacobian of bijective transformation, in case of singly connected segments, is equal to one (See Appendix I for
derivation). Then the acceptance ratio for this birth move is as follows:
R=

PC,death
f (w )
2nc0 + nc1
×
× (lmax − lmin )(θmax − θmin ) ×
.
PC,birth
nc1
f (w)

where the ratio

f (w )
f (w)

(10)

is given as:
⎛

⎞


⎜ 
⎟
f (w )
f (w ∪ w)
2
=
= β exp ⎜
α
(d
−
d
)
−
q(wi , w)⎟
min
⎝
⎠.
f (w)
f (w)
w ∈w
d∈w

i

(11)

r

wi ∼w

In the case of the birth of a doubly connected segment, the parameter vector ω
for the new line segment w is simply a function of the neighboring two segments
and is not sampled randomly. In this case g(ω) = 1 and w = ω which reduces
the Jacobian of the bijective transformation to one. Then the acceptance ratio
for the birth of a doubly connected segment is given as:
R=

2nc0 + nc1
PC,death
f (w )
.
×
×
PC,birth
nc2
f (w)

(12)

The acceptance ratios for the death of connected segments are simply the inverse
of the acceptance ratios 1/R for the birth of these segments.
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Seed Segments

The connected segments connect to pre-existing segments with free end points.
This makes the placement of the ﬁrst few free segments critical in the evolution of the Markov Chain in the RJMCMC algorithm. For faster convergence
towards the minimum, we propose a favorable initial state by introducing ‘seed’
segments. The image sites with the highest ﬁlter responses are selected while
keeping a minimum distance rseed among them. Seed segments are then placed
on these sites in the direction perpendicular to the highest intensity gradient.
This results in the placement of seed segments uniformly with inter-seed distance rseed . Figure 3 includes an example of seed segments. Let a seed segment

T
be given as w(θ) = xseed yseed lseed θ and the corresponding set of pixels be
D(w(θ)). Then the optimal direction of the seed segment θ∗ is found as follows.

θ∗ = arg maxθ∈[θmin ,θmax ]
d.
(13)
d∈D(w(θ))

4

Experiments and Discussion

For assessing the performance of the detection algorithm on uncontrolled image
settings, images were selected from the Internet and the FG-NET database [11].
Aging results in wrinkles at several regions of a face i.e. forehead, eye, mouth
and nose corners as well as at sagging contours of the skin. For this work, we
restricted to the detection of wrinkles on forehead for two reasons (a) generating
the ground truth by hand-drawing of wrinkles on the foreheads was easier and (b)
wrinkles were more obvious on the forehead in most of the images. Nevertheless,
with slight change of parameters in prior model, the wrinkles in other parts of
the face can also be detected. For example Figure 5 shows results of detection
wrinkles around eye area for two subjects. For each image, the forehead was
hand cropped to a rectangle and input to the detection algorithm. It should be
mentioned here that the detection of forehead area was not considered under
the scope of this work and user-provided cropping was considered suﬃcient. In
total we used 36 images with hand-drawn wrinkles as the ground truth. Where
most of the wrinkles were obvious, some were less apparent and posed diﬃculty
even for hand-drawing. The image size varied from 86 x 37 as minimum to
290 x 110 as maximum. Resizing images was not considered as we wanted to
assess the performance of the detection algorithm on images of diﬀerent sizes
and resolutions.
Evaluation Setup Since localization of wrinkles is a new application in imagebased analysis of aging skin, we propose an evaluation setup to assess the performance of detection algorithms as well. The terms ‘detected’, ‘original’ and
‘well-localized’ wrinkles are used. The detected wrinkles are the output of the
algorithm. The original wrinkles are those hand-drawn by a user and the welllocalized wrinkles are wrinkles detected at correct locations. A margin of m = 3
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Fig. 6. Evaluation Setup, (left) Calculation for rdetect , (right) Calculation for rf alse

pixels is allowed in localization i.e. a detected wrinkle is considered well-localized
if it is within the distance of m pixels from the hand drawn wrinkle. This way the
margin accounts for small inaccuracies in the hand-drawing of wrinkles or small
displacements in maximum gradient locations. Morphological dilation with the
margin m is used to deﬁne the overlap area. A detected wrinkle is considered
well-localized if it lies in the overlap area. Let nW and nD be the total number of
hand drawn and detected wrinkles respectively. We propose the following ratios
for evaluation. Figure 6 shows the detailed procedure for determining the ratios.
1. Detection Ratio (rdetect ): The ratio of the total length of original wrinkles
within the overlap region of detected wrinkles to the total length of the original wrinkles.

nW loverlap
(14)
rdetect = 
(l
nW overlap + lmiss )
2. False Alarm Ratio (rfalse ): The ratio of the total length of falsely detected
wrinkles to the background area with no wrinkles (ν(S) represents the measure on image space).

nD lf alse

rf alse =
(15)
ν(S) − nW loriginal
3. Miss Ratio (rmiss ): The ratio of the total length of missed original wrinkles
to the total length of original wrinkles.

nW lmiss
where rmiss = 1 − rdetect
(16)
rmiss = 
nW (loverlap + lmiss )
The cropped forehead images were input to the RJMCMC algorithm. It was
observed that 2 × 104 iterations were suﬃcient for the Markov Chain, with the
selected cooling schedule, to become stable with almost equal number of birth
and death moves. The probabilities PC,birth and PC,death were set equal to 0.5
each. The seed parameters {rseed , lseed } were ﬁxed at 9 and 4 pixels respectively.
However, a better approach in future work would be to select the two parameters
based on image resolution. The parameters γ and α were selected heuristically.
A large value of γ, 150 in this case, suﬃces to penalize overlapping or congested
segments. The parameter α favors the birth of new segments. Figure 7(b) shows a
plot of results with α varying over a scale of 106 for an image (Note that the x-axis
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Fig. 7. (a) Detection and False alarm ratios for 36 images of diﬀerent sizes (b) Eﬀect
of value α on detection and false alarm ratios

has logarithmic scale). The number of segments increases with α increasing both
detection and false alarm ratios. The optimal values for α were in the range of
0.001-0.03 for smaller images and in the range of 0.00008-0.0005 for larger images.
An unsupervised estimation technique for the parameters, however, is required.
The dynamics of the Markov Chain were similar for every image where the total
number of segments increased sharply in the beginning and then became stable
with equal proportion of birth and death moves. Figure 3 shows the diﬀerent
steps in the algorithm. The increased number of line segments from the initial
state of seed segments can be seen after 5000 iterations. Figure 7(a) shows the
ROC points for the images. Each plot point is represented by a square whose
size is proportional to the size of the image. Most of the images have detection
rates greater than 80% and false alarm rates around 2.5% on average. It can be
obsereved that the results are independent of the image size. The images on the
right side of the plot have relatively lower detection and higher false alarm rates.
These are the cases where the algorithm performed relatively poorly because of
three reasons (a) some of the wrinkles were not obvious and had lower intensity
gradients and, as a result, data likelihood energy values (b) wrinkles were mixed
with other skin irregularities and (c) the subject had relatively discontinuous
wrinkle curves. Overall, the detection rates were better in subjects with deeper
and continuous wrinkles.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented a novel modeling technique for wrinkles based on
spatial marked point processes. The model can allow the incorporation of wrinkles, otherwise diﬃcult features to capture, explicitly in future applications. This
work will be extended to include estimation of model parameters based on image resolution and representation of wrinkles as curve patterns. The detected
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Fig. 8. Detection of wrinkles as line segments for two subjects

Fig. 9. Calculation for center coordinates of singly connected segment

wrinkles as spatial curve patterns can be incorporated in biometric applications.
Finally, the presented detection algorithm can enable the use of a large set of
images with baseline wrinkles for that purpose.

6

Appendix I

Let the newly connected segment w be given as:
T

w = xw (xe , θω , lω ) yw (ye , θω , lω ) θω lω = T (w, ω)

(17)

where θω ∈ [θmin , θmax ] ⊆
From Figure 9(a), when the new segment is
connected to the left end point, the relationship between (xw , yw ) and (xe , ye )
can be written as:
lω
(18)
xw (xe , θω , lω ) = xe − cos(θω ).
2
lω
(19)
yw (ye , θω , lω ) = ye − sin(θω ).
2
[− π2 , π2 ].
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And from Figure 9(b), when the new segment is connected to the right end point,
the relationship between (xw , yw ) and (xe , ye ) can be written as:
lω
cos(θω ).
2
lω
yw (ye , θω , lω ) = ye + sin(θω ).
2

xw (xe , θω , lω ) = xe +

Then the Jacobian factor of bijective tranformation is given as:
 



 ∂T (w, ω)  
∂w
=


 ∂(w, ω)   ∂(xe , ye , θω , lω ) 
 ∂x ∂y ∂θ ∂l 
 w w ω ω
 ∂xe ∂xe ∂xe ∂xe 
 ∂xw ∂yw ∂θω ∂lω 
 ∂ye ∂ye ∂ye ∂ye 
=  ∂x

w ∂θω ∂lω
 ∂θωw ∂y

∂θω ∂θω ∂θω 
 ∂x ∂y
 w w ∂θω ∂lω 
∂l
∂lω ∂lω ∂lω
 ω


1
0
0 0


0
1
0 0
=  lω
lω

± 21 sin(θω ) ∓ 12 cos(θω ) 1 0
 ∓ cos(θω ) ∓ sin(θω ) 0 1
2
2
=1

(20)
(21)

(22)
(23)
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